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There when you need us.

POWERED BY TEAMWORK

WHAT WE DO

• Building Controls
• Controls Service
• Mechanical Service
• HVAC Equipment
• Air Distribution
• NEBB Certified TAB
• Retrofit Projects
• HVAC Solutions
• OEM Parts
• Training

At Powers, we not only emPOWER our

customers to go green, we help them save

some green thanks to world-class

SIEMENS building automation and

controls. As the largest HVAC controls

and equipment company in the state, we

also offer leading edge HVAC equipment

and air distribution devices that feature

advanced energy technology by companies

like AAON and Titus.

With more than 150 trucks on the road,

we are moving forward with the Arkansas

Advanced Energy Association.

To learn how we can help you get the

most out of your building HVAC systems,

call us at 501.374.5420 or visit us online

at www.powersar.com.
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LEADERSHIP

AAEA Board of Directors:
Gary McChesney (Board Chair), 

FutureFuel Chemical Co.
Matt Bell, Entegrity

Scott Hamilton, Schneider Electric
Alan Hope, Powers 

Ron Hughes, HERS, Inc.
Dr. Douglas Hutchings, Picasolar

Heather Nelson, Seal Energy Solutions
Kim Randle, Hope Cancer Resources

Alex Ray, Johnson Controls Inc.
Keaton Smith, IBERIABANK
David Stitt, The Stitt Group

Jim Wimberly, Energy Security Partners

AAEF Board of Directors:
Dr. Douglas Hutchings (Board Chair), 

Picasolar
Alan Hope, Powers

Tami Hornbeck, Communities Unlimited
Gary McChesney, FutureFuel Chemical Co.
James Metzger, HISTECON Associates Inc.

Philip Merry, First Western Insurance
Peter Nierengarten, City of Fayetteville

Flint Richter, Entegrity

Katie Laning Niebaum, Executive Director
Kelly Comer, Corporate Relations Director

As the business voice for advanced energy in Arkansas, the Arkansas Advanced Energy Association is dedicated 
to growing Arkansas’s economy by expanding our energy workforce and manufacturing base through the increased 
development, manufacture and utilization of advanced energy technologies.

Gary McChesney, Chairman, AAEA Board of Directors
It is a pivotal time for Arkansas’s advanced energy industry. Demand for advanced energy technologies is growing 
alongside innovations that are driving down costs. Forward-looking business, government and community leaders 
and homeowners are pursuing these resources in record numbers in order to meet customers' expectations, 
generate economic development and reduce costs. In 2019, AAEA will continue our efforts to encourage the 
advanced energy market’s expansion with an active presence before the 92nd General Assembly and Arkansas 
Public Service Commission. Thank you to all members for your industry leadership.

The Arkansas Advanced Energy Foundation promotes greater public understanding of advanced energy in 
Arkansas through research, public education programs and economic and workforce development.

Dr. Douglas Hutchings, Chairman, AAEF Board of Directors
The electricity sector is in the midst of a fundamental change. Advanced energy solutions have become cost 
competitive (or cheaper) than traditional sources and the underlying technological innovations show no signs of 
slowing down. This kind of disruption can be seen here in Arkansas as our state’s entrepreneurs are contributing on 
the local, regional, national, and even international levels. This is an exciting time for our industry, and I am proud of 
the work AAEF is doing to shine a light on the benefits of these resources.
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LEADERSHIP

Annual Sponsors
Thanks to our advanced energy annual sponsors who helped make 2018 another 
successful year for AAEA. These members went above and beyond their standard 

membership obligations to support our most important initiatives.

Advanced Energy Leaders

Advanced Energy Innovators
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Annual Membership Sponsors 
We	are	grateful	to	our	advanced	energy	business	sponsors	who	helped	make	2016	

another	successful	year	for	AAEA.		These	members	went	above	and	beyond	their	standard	
membership	obligations	to	help	underwrite	some	of	our	most	important	projects	and	initiatives.	
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LEADERSHIP POLICY
Arkansas’s advanced energy economy contributes $2.8 billion in economic output, according to the UALR Arkansas Economic 
Development Institute. Advanced energy companies employ a workforce of 25,000 Arkansans and counting. Arkansas’s 
advanced energy industry has a key role to play in our state’s economy as the advanced energy transition continues. AAEA is 
focused on initiatives that encourage the expansion of Arkansas’s advanced energy market. 

Arkansas Energy Performance Contracting
•  AEPC is a key cost-saving and economic development tool for state agencies, colleges and universities, 
 and cities, counties and municipal utilities. AEPC has seen an explosion in interest since its start in late 
 2014; 21 projects have been fully executed or are in active development through the AEPC program, with  
 total executed contract value worth $102.5 million guaranteeing nearly $150 million in energy savings. 

•  Approximately 9,000 Arkansas jobs are tied to energy savings equipment and services and are directly 
 affected by a vibrant AEPC program. AEPC is creating jobs, saving taxpayer dollars and conserving energy. 

Utility Energy Efficiency Programs
•  Under the Energy Efficiency Resource Standard adopted by the Arkansas Public Service Commission in 2010, 
 utility energy efficiency programs have proven to be an important economic driver for Arkansas and  
 advanced energy technologies. The utility energy efficiency programs have helped add 2,000 jobs and 
 counting to the state’s economy. That’s the finding of a 2014 economic study by AAEF, which identified 675 
 contractors hired by the utilities to deliver their programs. The EE sector represents more than 9,000 jobs 
 and more than $1 billion in annual sales. 

•  AAEA is an active participant in the Parties Working Collaboratively to continue the state’s EERS. The 
 association helped secure an important win in July 2018: The Commission concurred with AAEA and 
 others in setting new energy efficiency goals for the state's electric utilities, ordering a savings target of 
 1.2% of baseline energy sales from 2020 through 2022. The targets mark a significant increase from 
 previous efficiency goals, which were set at a maximum of 1%. Additionally, the savings target for the state’s 
 gas utilities were maintained at 1% of baseline sales for 2020-2022.

Distributed Energy Resources
•  Tremendous potential exists to expand Arkansas’s advanced energy economy. AAEA is an intervening 
 party in an Arkansas Public Service Commission docket (16-028-U) exploring a wide range of DERs, including 
 energy efficiency; demand response; smart thermostats and controls; renewable resources and distributed 
 generation; storage technologies; and electric vehicles, all of which may be enabled, enhanced, and 
 integrated into the grid via Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI). 

•   Arkansas has seen considerable deployment of some types of DERs in recent years, and has risen from a “late 
 starter” on DER installations at the beginning of the decade to the middle third among US states - or better 
 - in many respects, according to a recent analysis by the Regulatory Assistance Project. This proceeding is 
 expected to move forward with an initial educational workshop in Spring/Summer 2019. 
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Net Metering
•  AAEA is an intervening party in the Commission’s proceeding (16-027-R) to consider potential changes to the 
state’s net metering rules and has been an active participant since the docket was opened in April 2016. A final 
order is pending. 

•  During a year-long Net Metering Working Group process and subsequent hearing, AAEA and others presented 
a comprehensive analysis showing that net metering is good for all ratepayers. Additionally, the number of net 
metering systems increased by a dramatic 56 percent over the past year, per AAEA’s review of utility reports. 
That figure is double the rate of growth over each of the previous three years. AAEA’s review found 988 net 
metering systems as of December 31, 2017, the latest data available. That is a 355-net increase over the end-
of-2016 number of 633 systems, and the largest year-over-year increase in the actual number of systems ever.

•  These numbers are a clear example of the growing demand for advanced energy technologies and their 
positive economic impact. AAEA members report that consumer awareness regarding solar’s affordable price 
and short-term payback has grown. As a result, companies are adding new positions to meet growing consumer 
demand and new companies are entering the marketplace.

Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) Financing
•  The PACE ACT of 2013 authorized the voluntary creation of energy improvement districts to finance energy 
efficiency, water efficiency and renewable energy improvements by interested property owners. A bipartisan 
consensus of General Assembly members saw PACE as an answer to the financing barrier that had discouraged 
property owners from addressing deferred maintenance measures and making desired capital improvements 
that reduce utility costs and have the added benefit of improving their property value. The payments (paid via 
a special assessment on the owner’s property) must be less than the amount of energy savings achieved, so 
business owners experience an increase in cash flow.

•  PACE has been a leading priority for AAEA and its members since the advanced energy business community 
helped secure its passage in 2013. Since that time, AAEA has worked closely with officials managing the state’s 
energy improvement districts – Energy Improvement District Number 1 (cities of Fayetteville and Springdale), 
and Pulaski County Energy Improvement District. 

Photo credit: Solar array near DeWitt, Ark., courtesy of Seal Solar Photo credit: Solar canopy by Entegrity, courtesy of Batesville Schools
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POLICY MEMBERSHIP
AAEA members are leaders in an exciting movement to grow Arkansas’s economy and workforce through 
the development, manufacture and utilization of advanced energy technologies. AAEA members are as 

diverse as the advanced energy industry across the state and include energy service companies; architects, 
engineers and construction professionals; renewable energy developers; utilities and independent power 
producers; local government officials and economic development organizations; colleges and universities; 

commercial industrial energy customers; advanced energy technology adopters, site owners and managers; 
manufacturers of renewable energy and energy efficiency systems; advanced energy system integrators; 

start-up entrepreneurs and tech firms; financial and insurance service providers; and more. AAEA is proud to 
partner with these leaders.

25x'25 Alliance
ACE Glass 
Advanced Energy Economy
All Electric Supply
Arkansas Arts Center
Arkansas Association of Energy Engineers
Arkansas Energy Ventures
Arkansas Oklahoma Gas Corporation
Arkansas State University System
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
Bernhard Energy
Brown Engineers
City of Fayetteville
City of North Little Rock
Clear Energy
Communities Unlimited
EEtility
Empirical Energy Solutions
Energy Efficiency Design & Development Inc.
Energy Security Partners
Entegrity 

Fayetteville Chamber 
First Western Insurance
Forrest City Area Chamber 
Fort Smith Regional Chamber
FutureFuel Chemical Co.
HERS, Inc.
HISTECON Associates, Inc.
Home Energy Rx
LightWave Solar
IBERIABANK
Infinite Enzymes
INSURICA 
Jacobs
Johnson Controls, Inc.
McKinstry
North Little Rock Chamber 
OG&E Energy Corp.
Oracle Utilities
Ouachita Electric Cooperative Corp.
Ozark Integrated Circuits
Performance Services
Picasolar

Pinnacle Energy Services
Pollution Management Inc.
Powers 
Scenic Hill Solar
Seal Energy Solutions
SELTECH, Inc.
Shine Solar
Silicon Ranch Corporation
Solar & Renewable Power Systems
Southeast Energy Efficiency Alliance
Southeastern Wind Coalition
Sun City Solar Energy
Southwestern Electric Power Company
T&T Green, Insulation Innovations
The Stitt Group
Today's Power, Inc.
TremWel Energy
University of Arkansas - Fayetteville
University of Arkansas - Fort Smith
USGBC - Arkansas
Ygrene Energy Fund

Our Members
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Energy Efficiency Design & Development, Inc.
1224 Fayetteville Road, Van Buren, AR  72956

479-926-7462          eeddinc.com

Energy Efficiency Design & Development can provide many levels of training for 
the Energy Efficiency and Utility Industries.  We offer consulting services and on-
site analysis for homeowners, business owners and manufacturers.  We can also 
provide independent evaluation of energy efficiency equipment, appliances and 
procedures.  We can design classes to meet your specific needs and standards.  

Let us become your educational and training partner.
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EVENTS 

Advanced Energy Legislative Reception 
Little Rock, March 6

AAEA welcomed a crowd of 70+ business leaders, industry
stakeholders and government officials, including 25 legislators and 
key policymakers from the PSC, Arkansas Dept of Environmental 
Quality and Arkansas Energy Office. The event featured economic 
development impact stories from event supporters Energy Efficiency 
Design & Development, Entegrity, Johnson Controls, Powers, Seal 
Energy Solutions and Ozark Integrated Circuits. 

PACE Financing 101
Fayetteville, April 19

AAEA partnered with the Fayetteville Chamber of Commerce to host
a PACE Financing 101 seminar for interested property owners. 
Attendees included PACE program contractors Entegrity, Bernhard 
and T&T Green, as well as AAEA members The City of Fayetteville, 
Shine Solar and The Stitt Group.

Spring Social
North Little Rock, May 16

Members and guests mingled at AAEA’s inaugural Spring Social, hosted
by Powers. 

Arkansas Energy Performance Contracting Summit
Little Rock, June 19

Energy service providers joined representatives of Arkansas state
agencies,colleges, universities, cities, counties, and municipal utilities 
for the 4th annual AEPC Summit hosted by AAEA in partnership with 
ADEQ and the Arkansas Energy Office. The event featured a roundtable 
discussion with program participants, a panel discussion with solar energy experts, and best practices from program 
managers. Eleven ESCOs and contractors exhibited. Thanks to event sponsors Entegrity, Johnson Controls, Performance 
Services, Bernhard Energy, and Clear Energy. 

Advanced Energy Candidate Workshop 

North Little Rock, August 16

AAEF, in collaboration with ADEQ and the Arkansas Energy Office,
presented “Energy, Jobs and the Economy: 2018 Candidate Workshop” 
at ADEQ. The non-partisan initiative – offered to Arkansas legislators and 
candidates in every election year beginning in 2012 – is the only event 
of its kind designed exclusively for legislative candidates that offers in-
depth, real-time information about Arkansas’ energy landscape and the 
state’s advanced energy economy. Advanced energy business leaders 
presented their individual experiences in the market place and economic 
development opportunities throughout Arkansas communities. An 
overwhelming majority of the bipartisan attendees in a post-workshop 
survey reported that energy policy should be a top priority for Arkansas. 
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emPOWERing Arkansas 2018
Little Rock, October 9

AAEA’s 7th annual meeting and policy conference brought together 200 industry stakeholders to discuss the growing 
demand for advanced energy technologies and celebrate innovators with the Arkansas Advanced Energy Awards. 
Three in-depth panel discussions featured Arkansas advanced energy buyers; innovative energy efficiency initiatives 
at work in the state; and the landscape for emerging technologies, a conversation led by Arkansas Public Service 
Commission Chairman Ted Thomas. David Wilhelm of Hecate Energy, a developer of large-scale renewable energy 
projects around the globe, served as the luncheon keynote speaker. Additionally, with Election Day around the 
corner, AAEA welcomed candidates for Governor and the Second Congressional District, who all noted the industry’s 
important impact on Arkansas’s economy. Thanks to event sponsors Powers, Entegrity and Today’s Power. 

2018 Arkansas Advanced Energy Awards @ emPOWERing Arkansas
Ron Bell Advanced Energy Leader: Chris Ladner, Founding Partner, Entegrity 
Advanced Energy Rising Star: Josh Davenport, Co-Founder & CEO, Seal Energy Solutions
Advanced Energy Business Innovation Award: Seal Energy Solutions
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EVENTS EVENTS 

USGBC Women in Green

Arkansas Legislative Black Caucus

Joint Energy Committee

Arkansas Farm Bureau

Arkansas Association of Blacks in Energy

Arkansas Environmental Summit

Illuminating Engineering Society, NWA 

Arkansas Society of Professional Engineers

Fayetteville Northside Rotary

Dickson Street Merchants Association

Lunch + Learn: National Center for Reliable Electric Power Transmission
Fayetteville, November 19

AAEA’s program provided an overview of the award-winning research
produced at the University of Arkansas’s one-of-a-kind
energy research center. The event featured the center's executive 
director, distinguished professor of electrical engineering Dr. 
Alan Mantooth, and businesses spun out of academic research at 
NCREPT. Thanks to event sponsors The University of Arkansas, Ozark 
Integrated Circuits, Wolfspeed and Picasolar. 

Advanced Energy Holiday Networking Reception
Fayetteville, December 12

AAEA welcomed a crowd of 60+ industry leaders for what
has become an annual end-of-year event in Northwest Arkansas. 
AAEA members and guests were joined by area legislators and 
Arkansas Poll Director Dr. Janine Parry. Thanks to the following event 
supporters: Sponsors: Entegrity, The Stitt Group; Hosts: Chambers 
Bank, CLEAResult, Ozarks Electric, Pinnacle Energy Services, Powers; 
and Friend: Energy Security Partners. 

Speaking Engagements throughout 2018 
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Contact your local Building Efficiency expert: 
ALEX RAY
Business Development Executive – Performance Infrastructure
Alexander.Ray@jci.com • 501-351-0926
or visit us at www.johnsoncontrols.com

SOME SEE CONCRETE AND STEEL. 
WE SEE THRIVING COMMUNITIES. 

At Johnson Controls, we’re in the business of creating 
healthier,more productive and safer environments for 
facilities around the world.

By modernizing the equipment and systems in your 
buildings, improving your infrastructure and energy spend, 
and addressing your ongoing maintenance needs – we can 
help transform your entire operation.

We call it Building Efficiency. You’ll call it a smart way to 
improve your buildings and empower the people within.
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A growing job creator
February 19, 2018, by Katie Laning Niebaum

Solar net metering facilities 
jumped 72.3% in NWA last year
April 5, 2018, by Paul Gatling

“Advanced energy technologies provide jobs and energy savings in states that deploy them. By enhancing 
access to these resources, Arkansas can continue to lead in the advanced energy economy.”

Solar Leads Way as Net 
Metering Has Record Year
April 12, 2018, by Kyle Massey

Efficiency Summit to Give Public 
Entities Ways to Save Energy
June 13, 2018, by Kyle Massey 

“The Arkansas Advanced Energy Association, an intervening party in the case, has argued along with 
environmentalists and others that the current one-to-one rate ratio provides a fair value to net metering 
customers and benefits all ratepayers.”

“The Arkansas Advanced Energy Association and the Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality 
are partnering to give energy service providers a forum for offering tips, exhibits and insights on energy 
conservation possibilities at state agencies, colleges, cities and municipal utilities.”

“These numbers are a clear example of the growing demand for advanced energy technologies and their 
positive economic impact on our state,” said Katie Niebuam, who is executive director of the Arkansas 
Advanced Energy Association. “AAEA members report that consumer awareness regarding solar’s 
affordable price and short-term payback has grown. As a result, companies are adding new positions to 
meet growing consumer demand and new companies are entering the marketplace. It’s a win-win.”

MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS
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MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS PSC Sets New Efficiency Targets For 
Investor-Owned Power Utilities
July 16, 2018, by Kyle Massey 

Energy Savings to Pay for $5.1M 
Sebastian County Project
Sept. 24, 2018, by Kyle Massey

Little Rock Conference, Awards 
Honor Green Builders
Sept. 11, 2018, by Kyle Massey 

“The targets, approved Friday by the three-member commission of utility regulators, mark a significant 
increase from previous efficiency targets, which were set at a maximum of 1 percent. The new goals 
should ‘establish Arkansas as a leader in energy efficiency savings in the South,’ according to a news 
release from the Sierra Club, which joined Audubon Arkansas and the Arkansas Advanced Energy 
Association in recommending the new targets. The three groups projected that the new goals will save 
some 445 million kilowatt hours of power per year in Arkansas.”

“Katie Laning Niebaum of the Arkansas Advanced Energy Association said the energy performance 
contracting program has been a top policy priority for her organization ‘since our members helped 
secure its passage in 2013.’ The law was updated to include counties several years later.

“’The AEPC program is creating jobs, saving taxpayer dollars and conserving energy,” Niebaum told 
Arkansas Business. ‘The explosion of interest ... in four years of the program’s operation shows how 
valuable an economic development vehicle this program has become in a short period of time.’”

“The Arkansas Advanced Energy Association, an efficiency and sustainable energy trade group  … will 
receive the Organization of the Year recognition Thursday evening at the Green Tie Awards presentation 
and dinner at the presidential library.”

AAEA Honors Chris Ladner of 
Entegrity, Josh Davenport of Seal
October 9, 2018, by Kyle Massey 

“The energy industry leaders, educators and advocates also heard from the two candidates for the 2nd 
Congressional District seat in Congress, U.S. Rep. French Hill and Democratic challenger Clarke Tucker, 
both of Little Rock. Other speakers and program leaders included Michael Hester, the superintendent 
who led solar adoption at the Batesville School District; Mark Lundy, the director of South Arkansas 
Telephone Co., another solar-powered enterprise; Mark Cayce of Ouachita Electric Cooperative Corp.; 
Sherry McCormack, energy efficiency manager of Swepco; John Ware, director of energy efficiency at 
AOG; and Keith Canfield, portfolio manager of CleaResult.”
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Arkansas Seeks to Expand Its 
Advanced-Energy Economy
October 10, 2018, by Kat Friedrich 

Solar Rate Decision Remains on Horizon 
October 29, 2018, by Kyle Massey

The Yale Center for Business and the Environment has launched the “States of Clean Energy Innovation,” 
an online news hub with customized clean energy data and stories about the U.S. AAEA’s Katie Niebaum 
is interviewed for the Arkansas profile and notes the success stories and remaining work to build clean 
energy markets in Arkansas.

Solar contractors, environmental groups and the Arkansas Advanced Energy Association favored keeping 
the current 1-to-1 rate ratio to and from self-generating systems. Heather Nelson, president of Seal 
Energy Solutions of North Little Rock, called it a “make or break case for the state’s solar industry.”

Gubernatorial candidates talk energy
policy at summit
October 10, 2018, by Wesley Brown

Advanced energy sources can power 
Arkansas’ economy 
October 4, 2018, by Katie Niebaum 

Energy test facility at UA 
celebrates 10 years 
Nov. 15, 2018, by Jeff Della Rosa

“Gov. Asa Hutchinson and his Democratic Party opponent Jared Henderson got a chance on Tuesday to 
share their visions on Arkansas energy policy before an audience of some of the state’s top advanced 
energy industry leaders and policymakers.”

“With innovation and declining costs, projects that incorporate alternative energy solutions continue 
to drive opportunities in the region, and the wide range of economic, environmental, and community 
benefits can have a significant impact on our state. They also demonstrate the capacity of rural 
communities to find innovative solutions to many of the challenges that they face – and to awaken to 
new opportunities for growth.”

“On Nov. 19, Arkansas Advanced Energy Association will host a lunch and learn at NCREPT. The event will 
include tours of the center and a presentation by executive director Alan Mantooth.”
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124 W. Capitol Avenue, Suite 1750
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

ArkansasAdvancedEnergy.com
info@arkansasadvancedenergy.com

501.537.0190
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